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Overview
Jan Švankmajer is a Czech 
animator and film maker 
best known for his elaborate 
and surreal animated films. 
His work often relies upon 
pixilation, an animation 
technique in which real life 
people are animated and 
photographed frame by 
frame as if they were models. He is noted too for his 
use of clay model animation. 

Švankmajer also makes inventive use of time-lapse 
animation, whereby an event or action might be 
filmed at a rate of only a few frames per minute and 
thus creating the illusion of time accelerating. 

His use of sound is similarly startling, and he’ll often 
use exaggerated sounds, often to add unease to 
scenes of every day actions such as eating.

Some techniques for study and 
exploration:
•  Use of pixilation for surreal effect, as seen in 

his short film Food (1992), where the actors are 
used as live stop motion animation models, for 
example as a human shaped vending machine 

•  Mixing live action and animation – for example, in 
Little Otik (2000) where the film’s title character 
is depicted as a stop motion figure, but his doting 
parents are played by actors filmed in real time

•  Playing with scale, as seen in his Lewis Carroll 
adaptation Alice (1988), where Švankmajer 
juxtaposes live-action footage with stop-motion 
props, so, for example, one sequence begins with 
an animated puppet version of the heroine but 
swaps this model for a child actress, once Alice 
drinks a potion that makes her larger

•  Use of exaggerated sound effects, for example in 
the hair-eating scene in Little Otik, the sound of 
Otik’s snapping jaws and animalistic chewing are 
enhanced significantly 

Some recommended texts:*
Alice (1988)

Food (1992)

Little Otik (2000)

*Please note that the filmography of some practitioners 
featuring in the A2 MIA fact file series may include 18 certificate 
films. These films, if significant, may be mentioned in the 
overview to provide career background but will not be listed 
as recommended for study by CCEA. It is the responsibility of 
the teacher to ensure that students only view films with age 
appropriate content and certification.

Many films have had their certification reviewed in recent 
years. For more details go to www.bbfc.co.uk and use the film 
certification search function.
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